Who are you
to deprive the world of your genius?

Joan C. King, Ph.D., M.C.C.
Genius is...

...self-bestowed and mediocrity is self inflicted.

Walter Russell
Recognize, Cherish and Use…

Your GENIUS

Ground it

Shift Perspective!

Expect to tap into...

Understand it

Intend to...

Nourish it
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Ground your genius!

Every cell in your body is infused with life flowing into it every moment, moment by moment.
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In our life force is...

Our own Cellular Wisdom™

The ancient wisdom of the earliest cells, refined over billions of years, remains present within us today - the energetic essence of our evolutionary heritage.

This mysterious life force, reverberates within each molecule in every cell in our body, every moment of our lives.
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Expect to... tap into your genius!

To what extent are you erecting...

- Psychological barriers
- Unconsciously within your own mind
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Successful people

- Are always on the lookout for opportunities!
- Consistently develop their skills and leadership behaviors!
- Break the mold of what they should be or do!
- Create results beyond expectations!
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Nourish your dreams!

“One cannot consent to creep when one has an impulse to soar.”

Helen Keller
Intend to use your genius!

Engage with your success!

It takes no more energy to think big than to think small!

Open to the possibility that you are more than you think you are - For this is truth
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Understand your uniqueness!

“...there is a vitality, a life-force, an energy, a quickening that is translated through you into action and because there is only one of you in all of time, this expression is unique.

And if you block it, it will never exist through any other medium and be lost. The world will never have it.”

Martha Graham
Shift perspective
...make space for your genius!

Recognize your value!

Express Who you really are

Share yourself with others!

Reach out and allow others to Help you!

Open to your growth & Resilience!
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